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WHAT IS C-STICK?

 C-Stick is an online digital portfolio (e-portfolio) where 
you can store information

 It is a tool developed for identifying non-formal skills and 
developing competence

 It has a program that builds a CV
 Created in 2006 by the Belgian NGO, JES (Jeugd en 

Stad/Youth and city)
 Visit the website for more information http://www.jes.be/C-

Stick/index.php 



WHY C-STICK?

 C-Stick involves young people in recognizing 
the value of their skills

 This gives (low-skilled) young people a better 
insight into their competences, talents, limits 
and interests

 It’s free and easy to use with a simple 
navigation structure and an uncomplicated 
language

After a thorough survey among employers, JES realized that increased 
youth employability calls for teaching skills to young people for good 
interview habits and self-representation. A way to get there is to make 
them aware of their non-formal skills, which was identified as 
something young people think ‘doesn’t count’.



HOW DO I USE C-STICK?

 Start by visiting the website 
http://cstick.jes.be.dev2.lithium.be/fr/homepage/index.html 

 Get registered

 Sign in

 Try it out first, log in with 

Username: jes Password: jes

 Unfortunately this website only exists in French and Dutch 



THE WEBSITE

 Start adding things to your profile, such as 

Education, Volunteering, Languages

 Manage your job applications

 Make a plan for your personal 

development



THE E-PORTFOLIO

 You can store different types of relevant information to 
show your competences, such as photographs or films

 Manage your personal development plan and find 
answers to questions such as ’What do I want?’ and 
’What can I do?’ in order to better decide what jobs to 
apply for

 Use the C-Stick to transform your stored information into 
a CV

 Update your e-portfolio continuously as 

competence development is a dynamic process



KEY COMPETENCES

The JES survey among employers revealed their 16 most 
valued key competences for employability



WHERE DOES IT TAKE ME? 
EMPLOYMENT?

 Young people, with or without formal education, that are 
aware of their competences are better equipped to 
search for jobs

 The most important key competences listed by 
employers are not found within formal education – that is 
why it is important to be aware of all of your different 
skills

 C-Stick can create a CV that can actually be used for 
applying for jobs



Good luck!
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